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EMPOWERING SCM ANALYTICS FOR SAP

®

SUPPLY CHAIN
Every Angle enables supply chain
teams to understand whether
things are under control...

“Do we have
any bottlenecks in our
supply chain
(and why)?”

“What material
shortages are
likely - and what is the
impact if we don’t take
action?”

“Are we able to fulfill
our current and future
customer demand?”

“What planned
orders need to
be converted to
prevent future stock
shortages?”

“Do we have any
incomplete material
master data, BOM’s or
routings?”

“What is the
difference between
planned and actual
demand?”

...empowering action before
it impacts the customer!
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EA4S2D:
FROM UNDERSTANDING
COMES CONTROL,
FROM CONTROL IMPROVEMENT

YOU CAN’T CONTROL WHAT YOU DON’T
UNDERSTAND. YOU CAN’T IMPROVE WHAT
YOU ARE UNABLE TO CONTROL.
It’s a simple statement, but it strikes to the
heart of what Every Angle is about – and the
area where this is most applicable is the supply
chain. SAP has always been good at creating
integrated business process, but not so good
at creating insight and visibility from this
integration. This is where Every Angle comes in.
Over 20 years of SAP and supply chain knowledge has been
poured into developing the engine of Every Angle’s integration
capability – Supply and Demand Matching. This functionality
is unique to Every Angle and it empowers your team with
actionable insight into your supply chain. Insight that takes
the form of added fields, new calculations, critical order
warnings and bottleneck identifiers. Insight that they can use
out-of-the-box.
Every Angle simplifies the complex nature of SAP’s supply chain
functionality, freeing your team from having to work through
transactions like MD04 and instead providing clear crossplant overviews and prioritized action lists. This allows your
team to focus on the most important activities, freeing them
from spending hours downloading data to Excel and having to
manipulate it offline – and then doing it again tomorrow.
From management dashboards highlighting the performance
of incoming supply, inventory, production and logistics through to detailed action lists that help the team focus on
the most important, Every Angle delivers.

Improve your Supply Chain
BENEFITS

www.everyangle.com/scm

EA4S2D: EVERY ANGLE FOR SUPPLY TO DEMAND

Provides new fields across the supply chain that
highlight bottlenecks, critical orders, delays,
shortages and data pollution – and why they exist
Unique levels of supply chain insight and intelligence
ready to use via our ‘Supply and Demand Matching’
logic that highlights stock, purchases and capacity
you don’t need

Highlight and resolve all master and transactional
data issues affecting the supply chain
Control inventory levels, production throughput,
logistics and customer service
Immediately drilldown from high level performance
metrics straight down to the actual orders and items
– taking action on insight

Contains hundreds of out-of-the-box analytics
specifically designed for the supply chain based
on 20+ years of experience

Shows clearly how the Supply Chain can improve
the bottom line of the business

Allows users to analyse and report on Supply Chain
process conformance as well as performance

Focus on root cause analysis and exception
management - take action before it becomes an issue

